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The purpose of this work is to research existing text-to-speech aligning algorithms. We
chose an implementation of one these algorithms, based on Hidden-Markov Joint-Sequence
Models, and we explored its strengths, quirks and weaknesses. We explored whether it is
possible to predict the alignment accuracy using probability values generated from Viterbi
algorithm and the beam search value. Our testing data comes from the BBC as part of
MGB Challenge 2015. This data creates, with its high content diversity, near perfect testing
set to prove our algorithm is flexible and error independent.
Abstrakt
Účelem této práce je průzkum exitujících algoritmů pro synchronizaci textu a audia. Vy-
brali jsme exitující implementaci jednoho z těchto algoritmů, který je založený na skrytých
markovových modelech sdružených sekvencí a prozkoumaly jsme jeho výhody, nevýhody a
podivnosti. Dále jsme ověřili, zda je možné předvídat úspěšnost zarovnání z hodnot gen-
erovaných Viterbi algoritmem a hodnotou paprsku. Naše testovací data pochází od BBC
a byla součástí MGB Challenge 2015. Díky svojí různorodosti poskytují tato data ideální
testovací set k ověření flexibility našeho algoritmu a jakožto i jeho schopnosti tolerovat
chyby.
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This work aims to combine speech and written text into one perfectly aligned form, it aims
to determine exactly what sound corresponds to what letter in any given time in a way that
is language independent. There is a wide range of applications for precise text and audio
aligner, whether it is matching subtitles to a movie, a university lecture, or a conference.
As mentioned, our solution is language independent, that makes it unique and, I dare to
say, near revolutionary in the field of audio science. This language independence means our
application is the key solution to anyone wanting to study new languages, such as myself,
and that even includes less well-known languages for which there simply is not enough
data to successfully train existing aligners and languages where a very precise phoneme
derivation method has not yet been developed. As someone who is already proficient in
several languages, this completely remarkable property is what motivated me to select the
topic and to work on this thesis. I, together with my supervisor, am proud to present the
findings of our collaborative work and we hope our findings will be of use to any future




In this chapter some lesser known words are defined, basic ideas and thought processes
outlined. We describe what do we mean when we say the very word "alignment" and what
does it mean in the context of our work. We try to explain why text-to-speech alignment
is, without any doubt, such an important task in the modern day and age. We briefly talk
about the source of our data, the Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge. We describe what it
is, and we hint at the process of how we use its scoring algorithms to evaluate the quality
of our text-to-speech alignment solution. We describe what values we are looking for and
what is their exact meaning in the context of this work.
2.1 Alignment
Before we begin to describe anything, we should explain what the word alignment actually
means. Should one look into the dictionary one would discover the word alignment is often
described as arrangement in correct relative positions [28]. Whenever we are using the word
alignment we are, of course, using it in the context of text to speech alignment. This work
understands alignment as the 0 to N union between sets of text (graphemes) and sounds
(phonemes).
2.1.1 The Gravity Of Text To Speech Alignment
To better understand the gravity of text to speech alignment, please imagine you are in
a cinema watching a movie with subtitles. We dare to suggest, you would not enjoy the
movie as much if the subtitles were ahead or behind what was happening right there on the
screen. That is why subtitles need to be precisely aligned. This laborious task is often done
by people. Every TV show, every movie has to have a person manually matching (aligning)
subtitles to audio. One of the methods this tedious process is often done, is by having a
person repeat everything that is being said on the screen into a computer at the same time
as it said on the screen. This is done because phoneme recognizers do not work as perfectly
with background audio, now almost omnipresent in nearly all movies and TV shows. This
was also one of the reasons why we set out to make our aligner error-independent. When
we consider the amount of man-hours required to produce subtitles for all the movies, all
the TV stations that run 24 hours a week, it comes as no surprise that there have been
many efforts to automate this task and move the alignment process onto computers.
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2.1.2 Text To Speech Alignment Real-world Applications
There is a wide range of modern applications to text-to-speech alignment. Every time you





Without subtitles, the viewers who are deaf or hard of hearing couldn’t enjoy many of the
above mentioned media.
2.2 Boundary
This word is, in the text of this work often abbreviated as bound (short for boundary).
Boundary is a value in milliseconds which defines the delta of what is still considered to
be correctly aligned data. As an example, "bound of 1000" means we treat the result as
correct if the time is distant no less than one second from the actual time.
2.3 The Basic Outline Of Three Commonly Used Units
In this work, two very uncommon words are being used: grapheme and phoneme. In this
section we describe their meaning in case a reader is not yet familiar with these terms.
2.3.1 Grapheme
Grapheme is the smallest unit of writing [28]. The word grapheme in the context of this
work can be loosely interpreted as ’letter’.
2.3.2 Phoneme
Phoneme is the smallest unit of speech [28]. Phonemes are unique sounds from which speech
is composed. Interestingly enough, silence is also treated a type of phoneme (denoted sil).
2.3.3 Graphone
Any number of graphemes mapped to any number of phonemes is called a graphone [13].
The following article [6] has explored this topic in depth and found a simple "0..1 to 0..1"
matching to be the optimal solution (as more complicated solutions didn’t offer much
advantage). Below 2.1 is an image of "0..1 to 0..1" graphone.
m i x - i n g
[ m ] [ I ] [ k ] [s] [ I ] - [N]
Table 2.1: Graphone alignment (0..1-to-0..1) for word ’mixing’, taken from [13]
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2.4 Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge
Our testing data comes from the Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge competition. For the
purposes of evaluating our results, we use Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge evaluation
scripts. In these scripts we focus on three values: Precision, Recall and F-score, to measure
the quality of our alignment. The purpose of the Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge (MGB)
is, as they state on their website, the "evaluation of speech recognition, speaker diarization,
dialect detection and lightly supervised alignment using TV recordings in English and
Arabic" [4]. In this work we are using data from MGB 2015. In the year 2015 MGB had
the following challenges [5]:
1. Speech-to-text transcription of broadcast audio
2. Alignment of broadcast audio to subtitles
3. Longitudinal speech-to-text transcription of a sequence of episodes from the same
series
4. Longitudinal speaker diarization and linking, requiring the identification of speakers
across multiple recordings
Our work is most related to the second task of "alignment of broadcast audio to subtitles".
The Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge has successfully run again in 2016, and while a third
run is planned, it hasn’t happened yet. This time a different set of input data will be used
due to licensing issues with the British Broadcasting Corporation which no longer wishes
to share their data [4].
2.4.1 Precision
The terms precision, along with recall and f-score, have been first defined in the context of
information retrieval in this article from 1955 [23]. Precision is the answer to the question
of how many selected items are relevant. For example, if we were to select all answers we
would cover all relevant answers, but this would get us no closer to knowing which answers
the relevant ones are. Precision is defined using this formula [23]:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
|{𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠} ∩ {𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠}|
|{𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠}|
For the purposed of this work, treat "documents" as "words correctly aligned within bound-
ary".
2.4.2 Recall
Recall measures how many relevant items are selected (regardless if we selected just them
or them and everything else, which means if we selected all answers we would get a recall
value of 1). Recall has been defined in the context of information retrieval [23] as:
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
|{𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠} ∩ {𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠}|
|{𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠}|




F-score is more accurately called 𝐹1 score. It connects Precision and Recall into one value
between 0 and 1. According to this [7] source: 𝐹𝑛-score "measures the effectiveness of
retrieval with respect to a user who attaches n times as much importance to recall as
precision". Our script calculates F-Score (𝐹1) using the following formula:
𝐹1 = 2 *
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 * 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
Whereas a generalized 𝐹𝑛 is calculated thus:
𝐹𝑛 = (1 + 𝑛
2) * 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 * 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(𝑛2 * 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
2.5 Beam
When the word "beam" is used in this work, it can have two meanings.
2.5.1 Beam Width
The first meaning of the word beam relates to dynamic pruning (often used by Hidden
Markov Models) and could be explained as the maximum distance when exploring a graph
by expanding the most promising node in a limited set. When the word beam is used in
this first meaning, we could basically call it the cut off point for beam search (or beam
width for short).
2.5.2 Beam Distance
When we use beam in its second meaning it is almost always in relation to the output of
our G2P aligner. This value can reach anywhere between negative beam width and positive
beam width and it signifies the current distance when exploring graph by expanding the
promising node. The greater the number the greater the distance. The plus or minus sign





One of the task set for me when writing this work was to explore existing solutions of text-
to-speech alignment and select one solution to be explored, implemented and tested. What
mattered to us the most was to find a language independent solution that deals well with
wide range of speakers and background noise. We have looked at each solution from several
angles and found a solution to our liking (more about that solution in the next chapter 4).
This chapter briefly touches on what sort of algorithms make each solution work as well
as describes what advantages and disadvantages each solution brings to the table. What
saddens us is the fact, it wasn’t possible to test all the solutions presented in this chapter on
the same data set, to compare them against each other and point out precisely how much
better (or worse) each individual solution fares when compared with its peers. If there had
been more time it might have been worth contacting all of the mentioned authors to ask
them for their source-code in order to try and compare these aligners with one another.
3.1 Hidden Markov Models
The first approach we looked at for text-to-speech alignment is the use of Hidden Markov
Models. The term Hidden Markov Models, describing the basic building blocks of this
approach is so named after Andrey Markov, a genius scientist and mathematician who
lived near the end of 19th century. Hidden Markov Models are probabilistic sequence
models with very wide range of applications. Hidden Markov Models are used anywhere
from weather predictions [17] to hand-writing recognition [16] and as such, it was only a
question of time before someone considered using them for text-to-speech alignment. To
better understand what a Hidden Markov Model is, it is important to first describe in detail
what a Markov Chain is. It is best if we use an example to describe them, below 3.1 you
can see a simple discrete-time Markov Chain with two states (one is Sunny and the other is
Cloudy) describing current weather. On a sunny day, there is a 60% chance the weather will
remain sunny (the arrow pointing from the sunny state back to the sunny state) and a 40%
chance the weather will change to Cloudy (the arrow pointing out of the sunny state into
the cloudy state). Please notice how the sum of outgoing probabilities (arrows) is always 1
(because that’s how probability is defined).
Most real-world applications cannot just use a simple Markov chain because they often






Figure 3.1: A simple Markov Chain
known. That is why Hidden Markov Models are used. For the purposes of modeling data
using Hidden Markov Models, the data is divided into two categories: observed variables
and hidden variables. Here 3.2 you can see a Hidden Markov Model depicted using Trellis
Diagram. The bottom row represents the observed values while the top row represents
hidden values.
𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑍3 ... 𝑍𝑛
𝑋1 𝑋2 𝑋3 ... 𝑋𝑛
Figure 3.2: A Hidden Markov Model depicted using Trellis Diagram
3.1.1 Forward-Backward Algorithm
Forward-Backward Algorithm is used to calculate hidden state probability in Hidden Markov
Models and it is built around the Markov Property: "given the present, the future does not
depend on the past" [20]. This means we can take our model and break it on the current
state 𝑍𝑘 into two parts: the past 𝛼𝑘(𝑍𝑘) and the future 𝛽𝑘(𝑍𝑘) and treat each of these
parts individually.
𝑃 (𝑍𝑘, 𝑋1..𝑛) = 𝛼𝑘(𝑍𝑘) * 𝛽𝑘(𝑍𝑘)
The past is calculated using recursive Forward algorithm. The algorithm starts with 𝑍1
and continues up to 𝑍𝑘




𝑃 (𝑍𝑘|𝑍𝑘−1) * 𝑃 (𝑋𝑘|𝑍𝑘) * 𝛼𝑘−1(𝑍𝑘−1)
The future is calculated using recursive Backward algorithm, it begins with the last element





𝑃 (𝑍𝑘+1|𝑍𝑘) * 𝑃 (𝑋𝑘+1|𝑍𝑘+1) * 𝛽𝑘+1(𝑍𝑘+1)
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This algorithm is sometimes called dynamic, because the previous calculations are not
discarded and are simply reused when calculating next state. This results in shorter com-
putation time.
3.1.2 Viterbi Algorithm
Viterbi Algorithm is named after Andrew Viterbi [30]. This algorithm is used to find the
most likely sequence of hidden states in Hidden Markov Model. This sequence (or path) is
then stored separately step by step as shown here 3.3.
𝜇𝑘(𝑍𝑘) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑍1:𝑘−1𝑃 (𝑍1:𝑘|𝑋1:𝑘)
𝜇𝑘(𝑍𝑘) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑍𝑘−1𝑃 (𝑍𝑘|𝑍𝑘−1) * 𝑃 (𝑋𝑘|𝑍𝑘) * 𝜇𝑘−1(𝑍𝑘−1) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 2..𝑛
𝜇1(𝑍1) = 𝑃 (𝑋1) * 𝑃 (𝑋1|𝑍1)
Like Forward-Backward Algorithm, the Viterbi Algorithm is dynamic. As you can see, the
Figure 3.3: Calculated most likely path is stored step by step
algorithm reuses calculated values of 𝜇. As an experiment, we try to use these values to
predict the final F-score. The standard optimization of Viterbi algorithm is to only keep
solutions that are within a certain distance of the best solution. This optimization is called
beam search [15]. In our experiments, we observed 5.6 how with the increase of beam value
more solutions are kept, and this leads to better alignment result.
3.1.3 Example Solution: Joint-sequence Model HMM Approach G2P
Developed By FitVut
Our G2P solution was developed by Mikro Hannemean, Ph.D. and other members of our
faculty. It is based on the findings of the following article [6]. It uses Viterbi alignment to-
gether with Joint-sequence models and is described in further detail in the following chapter
4. As we have later confirmed 5.5, our solution is both language and error independent,
which makes it both unique and worth further examination.
3.1.4 Example Solution: JTrans
JTrans is a French text to speech aligner that is focused on user friendliness and ease of
use. It uses forced alignment Viterbi, French Phonetizer and incremental block-Viterbi [9].
It is cited by this article [27] as being "state-of-the-art". Sadly, it only supports French at
the moment and as such we were unable to test it without data. From the cited article
[27] this solution appears to achieve precise results. JTrans is an open-source and freely
available from github [2].
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3.1.5 Segmentation Based Force Alignment
Normally, Hidden Markov Model Force-aligners are suitable only for short recordings. Sarah
Hoffmann and Beat Pfister [15] have developed a G2P using segmentation-based approach:
long speeches are first split into "sentence like" structures which are approximately aligned
first and then, after further segmentations, aligned to an absolute word precision (using
standard Hidden Markov Model segmentation methods) [15]. Segmentation based Force
alignment is also language independent.
Table 3.1: Results of sentence alignment using unadapted models trained in three languages,
taken from: [15]
boundary errors deviation (in ms)
language silent non-silent silent non-silent
ger 4 (0.4%) 11 (34%) 1081 489
eng 1 (0.1%) 18 (35%) 354 193
fra 5 (0.5%) 7 (47%) 167 421
fin 1 (0.1%) 4 (19%) 261 76
bul 30 (3.5%) 4 (44%) 277 185
total 41 (0.9%) 44 (34%) 344 292
3.1.6 Example Solution Using Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models
In most Hidden Markov Models solutions, a relatively large number of parameters represent
a single HMM state (see diagram above 3.2). In Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models all
of the parameters are constrained to live in a relatively low dimensional subspace that is
common to all the states. This allows the model to be trained on all languages simultane-
ously. Conclusively, this leads to a language independent solution. A group of researchers
from all over the world, including members of our faculty, have developed and tested such
a solution in this article [8], below is a table taken from their article.
Table 3.2: Amounts of data for acoustic model training and testing, taken from [8]
Shared parameters





Spanish + German 59.8
+ 1h English 59.6
3.2 Landmark Phoneme Recognition
The fictional principle is very similar to solutions using Hidden Markov Models, but unlike
them the alignment takes place directly in the text domain. The audio is first segmented into
phonemes, which are then aligned to graphemes with a dynamic programming edit-distance
transformation [14]. Simply put, the text is aligned based on well-known graphones.
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3.2.1 Example Solution
Alexander Haubold and John R. Kender [14] have successfully came up with this method.
While the quality of aliment wasn’t very high (see table below) their solution was language
independent.







phonemes Copies Deletions Insertions Replacements
A 3.9 64265 27645 16695 39189 2569 8381
B 7.7 64265 21608 14121 43997 1340 6147
C 6.43 54537 16248 11459 38947 658 4131
D 26.73 12596 4520 2960 8395 319 1241
3.3 Speech Synthesis Based Approach
A speech Synthesis based alignment uses a speech synthesizer to first create a speech pat-
tern and then align speech based on this pattern. [19]. In order to successfully compare
the generated synthetic speech and the original speech multiple characteristics must be
extracted [19]:
∙ First 𝐶𝑖 cepstral coefficients from linear prediction analysis
∙ ∆𝐶𝑖 Delta of cepsal coefficients
∙ 𝐸 Normalized energy of each frame
∙ ∆𝐸 Delta of normalized energy
Afterward, segmentation based on "Dynamic Time Warping" algorithm takes place [19].
This algorithm tries to minimize the accumulated distance between generated 𝑎 and original
𝑏 frames of speech signal.
𝑑(𝑎, 𝑏)2 = 𝛼
𝑁∑︁
𝑗=0
(𝐶𝑗(𝑎) − 𝐶𝑗(𝑏)))2 + 𝛽
𝑁∑︁
𝑗=0
(∆𝐶𝑗 (𝑎) − ∆𝐶𝑗 (𝑏))2
+𝛾(𝐸(𝑎) − 𝐸(𝑏))2 + 𝜑(∆𝐸(𝑎) − ∆𝐸(𝑏))2
The letters from Greek alphabet stand for general weighting coefficients.
𝛼 = 1.0, 𝛽 = 1.25, 𝛾 = 1.25, 𝜑 = 1.25
The great advantage of Speech synthesis-based alignment is that there is no training stage
and no training database is required [19]. The biggest drawback is speaker dependency of
the system. We chose against this method, because we use a very diverse data set from a
wide range of speakers.
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Written Text Natural Speech
Text-to-speech Phonetizer
Speech Synthesizer Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction
DTW Segmentation
Figure 3.4: Phonetic Segmentation Process, taken from [18]
3.3.1 Example Solution: Fabrice Malfrère And Thierry Dutoit
In the previously cited article [18] Fabrice Malfrère and Thierry Dutoit experimented with
high quality speech synthesis in the context of automatic phonetic segmentation and re-
ceived very respectable results. Their system was partially speaker independent (except for
speaker sex dependency). Their system was also language dependent and thus unusable for
any languages without existing high-quality speech synthesizers.
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3.4 Bayesian Based Approach
Named so after Thomas Bayes [11], Bayesian models are all based on the Bayes theorem
(an interesting fact is, it wasn’t Thomas Bayes who came up with this theorem, it was
Laplace years later after Thomas Bayes’ death [11]):
𝑃 (𝐵𝑡|𝐴) =
𝑃 (𝐴|𝐵𝑡)𝑃 (𝐵𝑡))∑︀
𝑗 𝑃 (𝐴|𝐵𝑗)𝑃 (𝐵𝑗))
3.4.1 Pitman-Yor Process
Pitman-Yor processes are nonparametric Bayesian models [29] A Pitman-Yor process 𝐺 is
described using this formula:
𝐺 ∼ 𝑃𝑌 (𝛼, 𝑑,𝐺0)
Where 𝛼 stands for base rate, 𝑑 stands for discount parameter and 𝐺0 stands for mean
distribution. The following must always be true:
0 ≤ 𝑑 < 1
𝛼 > −𝑑
To better understand this process, imagine a restaurant with an infinite number of tables
[10]. The first 𝑁 customers walk in and are seated at their 𝐾 tables. Afterwards, the 𝑁𝑡ℎ
customer arrives. The probability that this customer will sit at a new table is proportional to
𝛼+𝐾𝑑 and she sits at a table previously occupied by someone with probability proportional
to #𝑘 − 𝑑, where #𝑘 stands for the number of customer already seated at a table 𝑘. With
each of these tables we associated a parameter Θ𝑘 that comes directly from 𝐺0 [10]. This
selection is exchangeable: the distribution does not care about customer order [10].
3.4.2 Example Solution: Mirko Hannemann
A member of our faculty, Mirko Hannemann Ph.D., has successfully implemented Bayesian
Hierarchical Pitman-Yor Language Model [13] and has reached very respectable results.
These results were the reason why this work wanted to use the HPYLM solution instead of
the Joint-Sequence Model Viterbi Hidden Markov Model it is using now. The main prob-
lem with this experimental solution is that is hasn’t been parallelized yet and is therefore
unusable with longer recordings (we don’t have enough physical memory in our server).
Nevertheless, an optimized, parallelized solution has been promised and is currently in de-
velopment as of writing of this work. In the meantime, anyone can download an early
version of this solution from GitHub [1]. We strongly recommend any future readers to
do their own experiments with this solution. Below 3.4 are the results Mirko Hannemann
Ph.D. has achieved.
phoneme error rate word error rate
7-gram JSM trained with Sequitur 5.92% 24.65%
Bayesian HPYLM G2P after three iterations 5.92% 24.73%
averaging several HPYLM (Phonetisaurus [22]) 5.80% 24.36%
Table 3.4: Mikro Hanneman’s Pitman-Yor solution performance, from [13]
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3.5 Neural Network Based Solutions
Artificial neural networks are computing systems that are able to "learn" almost anything
and as such it should theoretically be possible to use them for text-to-speech alignment.
While Neural Networks aren’t very commonly used for text-to-speech alignment they hide
a tremendous potential for the not-so-far-away future. Neural networks are composed from
one to many neurons such as the one pictured here 3.5. The biggest advantage of using
neural networks is their ability to learn and improve over time with use. Their disadvantages
include the necessity of obtaining a large amount of both positive and negative samples (this
has caused us complications when we were attempting to train a neural network in chapter
6) before the alignment itself can take place. This means, it is impossible to train neural
network on data which is to be aligned. Furthermore, a neural network is likely to perform











Figure 3.5: Weighted Input Summation Neuron , taken from [21]
3.5.1 Example Solution: Guillaume Serriere
A group led by Guillaume Serriere [27] have developed a text-to-speech alignment Deep
Neural Network (DNN). To train it they used the output from ASTALI and JTrans existing
aligners to produce positive examples. Below is a table comparing their results with above-
mentioned JTrans.
Acoustic baseline Neural Network JTrans / ASTALI
Equal Error Rate (EER) 48% 36%
Precision (median) 43% 52% 60%
Recall (median) 53% 69% 45%
F1 (median) 48% 60% 51%
Table 3.5: Guillaume Serriere’s Neural Network compared to JTrans, from [27]
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Chapter 4
Our G2P Alignment Solution
Our G2P uses scripts first developed by a member of this faculty – Mirko Hanneman,
Ph.D. The G2P works with the findings of this article [6] and it uses the Viterbi algorithm
together with Joint-Sequence Models. We have selected this G2P because due to its smart
Joint-Sequence Model building and clever pruning, it is able to align recordings of unlimited
length (the only limitation is the amount of physical memory available). As requested, it
can align recordings of any language (so far Russian, Hungarian, Czech and English have
been tested). Contrary to many other algorithms that require training, our G2P can be
trained on the same data set as the data set to be aligned. What’s more, it is (to a limited
degree) error-independent, and it allows the user to decide between alignment precision and
computation time 5.6.
4.1 Joint-Sequence Models
Our work heavily centers around Joint-Sequence Models [6]. As the name suggests, Joint-
Sequence Models model the joining of sequences of graphemes to sequences of phonemes.
This joining, as noted by following article [13], is almost never isomorphic due to the
great variance of most organic human languages (exceptions are artificial languages like
Esperanto). In Joint-Sequence Models all possible graphone sequences are first generated,
then their individual probabilities are calculated and finally the most likely solution is
found.
4.2 Using Our Solution
It is important to describe how to use our solution, should any of you – future researchers
want to use it. First, you take your audio (.wav) files and convert them to sets of phonemes
(.rec) using any phoneme recognizer. We chose PhnRec for this task, because it was de-
veloped by members of this Faculty and as such it was possible to communicate with its
developers and compare a well-trained phoneme recognizer with a less trained phoneme
recognizer. Next, you extract text files from XML (or the reference file, more about that
later) using our scripts: getlabs.sh for standard XML and getsubtitles.sh for reference sub-
titles (these scripts function as a handy "how to" guide on subtitle extraction). Once you
have both phoneme files (.rec) and grapheme files (.lab) you used the prapare_labels.sh
script which merged these two into one (.G2P_labels). These files are then used by the
G2P aligner itself (G2P_alignment.py). Our G2P aligner outputs three types of files: a
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file containing graphones (.graphones), a file containing Viterbi costs (.costs) and a file
containing alignment (.alignment). To simplify things, we made our G2P output Vitebi
costs into the .alignment file as well and as such we do not need to use .graphones or .costs
files. The G2P output does not contain any formatting and as such is cannot be simply
opened and read by human beings. This is what alignment2mlf.py script is for, it takes the
G2P output and merges it together with phoneme file into a formatted output. From this
output we derive all information, whether it is duration of individual words (using awk) or
Viterbi probability values used by our neural network 6. Our solution is built to run on
64-bit Linux and requires a sizable computer memory or swap drive (the memory required
is depended on the length of your recording).














Figure 4.1: Diagram of our solution
4.3 Phoneme Derivation: PhnRec
To derive phonemes out of audio files (.wav – Waveform Audio File Format) this work has
chosen to use PhnRec simply because this software tool was developed by members of this
faculty. At its core, PhnRec uses hybrid Hidden Markov Model / Artificial Neural Network
system.
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000000 1800000 pau -37.213451
1800000 2200000 ih -11.939968
2200000 2500000 dx -7.539501
Table 4.1: An example of PhnRec phoneme output
PhnRec output format is shown in the table 4.1: the first two columns describe the time
duration of each phoneme (where 10000000 is equal to one second), phonemes themselves
are in the third column, then the fourth column describes the probability that each phoneme
has been identified correctly. Before any version of PhnRec can be used all lines containing
the "silent" phonemes 𝑠𝑖𝑙 must be removed, as this was found to reduce the quality our
alignment.
4.3.1 Phnrec v2_21 (titled OLD)
This, publicly available (from this website [3]), version of PhnRec is based on the findings
of Petr Schwarz, Ph.D. as stated in his Ph.D thesis [24]. This version of PhnRec has been
trained on relative low amounts of data (1.71 hours for English and 9.72 hours for Czech
[24]) which explains its relatively disappointing results 5.1. The publicly available version
currently supports four languages: English, Czech, Hungarian and Russian. The following
languages have been tested but were not made available to download: German, Hindi,
Japanese, Mandarin and Spanish.
4.3.2 Better Trained Version Of Phnrec (titled NEW)
There is also a newer, much better trained version which is used in chapter 5, this version
hasn’t been given a number yet and is therefore referred to as NEW (and the v2_21 is
referred to as OLD). This new version is based on the findings of the original conference
paper [25] but this version uses split context Artificial Neural Network [26] features with
bottle-neck inside the ANN [12] as the final phoneme classifier. The output is 3-state
phoneme posteriors, which is afterward sent to the decoder. The New PhnRec Czech
version was trained on 300 hours and the English version was trained on 2000 hours. Both
datasets included samples recorded using proximate and distant microphones with and
without artificially induced noise-pollution.
4.4 Subtitle Set: reference (ref.)
The, so called, reference subtitles were taken from the dev.full.ref.ctm reference document.
Their purpose was to serve as a reference when evaluating the quality of our alignment. That
way we could find what our G2P can do when it is not burdened with grapheme errors.
It was later revealed that our Joint-Sequence Hidden Markov Model prefers human-like
formatting of transcript_human even while being compared with the reference document
(more on that see 5.3). This has caused reference not to have the best results contrary
to all expectations. The text itself was computer generated and as such carries a certain
degree of imperfection (for example: 𝐵𝐵𝐶 = 𝐵.𝐵.𝐶.).
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4.5 The Three Main Subtile Sets
All these subtitles were extracted from the XML files provided for the Multi-Genre Broad-
cast Challenge. Each of these files consists of three or more different tracks of subtitles. The
first is transcript_orig is described by the XML files as "output of the parsing of the original
transcription files provided by the BBC". The second is transcript_align is described as
"forced-alignment of the original transcription". The third is transcript_human, described
as "manual transcript based on force-aligned subtitles provided" which has shown some
unexpected results (more on that see 5.3). There was also transcript_lsdecode, described
as "output of the lightly supervised decoding", but since it wasn’t present in all XML files
and as such it wasn’t tested.
After selecting the correct nodes from the XML tree (only selecting segments with the
correct annotation_id value), they are printed in this format "0 0 WORD 0" into a .lab file.
This formatting is required by the G2P.
4.6 Processing Output
Our G2P prints output into a .timings.txt file which is then converted into .timings.lab (see
the figure 4.1 for more information) in a format similar to PhnRec: three columns, first two





Table 4.2: An example of G2P output
4.7 Scoring
We score our results using scripts developed by Thomas Hain for Multi-Genre Broadcast
Challenge 2015. These evaluation scripts were developed as part of the EPSRC programme
in Natural Speech technology. It calculates Precision, Recall and F-score for each individual
file and also for all files together. When evaluating individual test-case we focus on the
overall F-Score as this helps us to see the bigger picture rather than to burden ourselves
with insignificant anomalies. The only time when we write down individual files is when
we encounter an anomaly and want to bring the readers attention to this anomaly.
4.7.1 The Scoring Process
In order to convert the output into the a format useful for evaluation we take information
from all .timings.lab files and change it thus: we make the first column to be the base
name of the file we are currently processing (without any extensions), the second column
(separated by a space character) be a ’0’ character, the third column is word’s beginning
time divided by 10000000, the fourth column is the delta (difference) between the beginning
and the end of current word divided by the same value.
After we have successfully converted our files into a form shown in the table 4.3, we
merge them all into a single .ctm file. This singular file is then the only thing that is being
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20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz 0 0.00 0.28 HELLO
20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz 0 0.28 0.16 AND
20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz 0 0.44 0.97 WELCOME
Table 4.3: An example of G2P in an output suitable for scoring
evaluated by these evaluation scripts. After encountering difficulties with having special
symbols inside the .ctm files, any line containing a potentially dangerous symbol is removed
prior to evaluation (’$’, ’[’, ’]’, ’)’, ’(’ ) as well as any line not containing a capital letter
(subtitles are always composed of capital letters).This way we avoid crashes and failures





In this chapter we experiment with, and explore our G2P solution. Looking at it from
many different angels, we try to find and explain its strengths and weaknesses. We delve
deep into what influences our results the most. In addition, we attempt to strike the best
compromise between accuracy and CPU time. This chapter showcases only some of our
results from our G2P alignment experimentation. As requested, this chapter also attempts
to describe, to the best of its ability, what causes a failure during the alignment process.
5.1 The Influence Of Phoneme Derivation Accuracy
A set of reference subtitles has been aligned with phonemes generated using a less trained
phoneme derivation algorithm and phonemes generated with "well trained" algorithm. This
test was aimed at determining what level of influence, if any, phoneme derivation accuracy
has.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference
∙ phonemes: OLD PhnRec EN, NEW PhnRec EN
∙ beam: 300
Bound OLD PhnRec EN NEW PhnRec EN % Improvement
100 0.0070 0.4540 6385.7143
300 0.0231 0.5753 2390.4762
1000 0.0639 0.6714 950.70423
3000 0.1299 0.7295 461.58584
Table 5.1: The influence of phoneme derivation accuracy on F-score
Interestingly, there is a great magnitude of difference between these two columns, this
suggests that to improve text-to-speech alignment we should first and foremost focus on
improving phoneme derivation accuracy. Below is a chart that tries to showcase just how
much precise phoneme derivation can help alignment accuracy. As you can see from the
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OLD PhnRec EN NEW PhnRec EN
Figure 5.1: The magnitude of influence of phoneme derivation accuracy on F-score
chart, the difference between these two columns is truly enormous. We can therefore deduce
our G2P does not deal well with phoneme inaccuracies.
5.2 Inaccurate Sets Of Subtitles
This series of tests serves to measure what happens when the subtitles carry a certain degree
of inaccuracy. We have selected four tracks of subtitles: the reference, transcript_orig,
transcript_align, and transcript_human to compare against each other.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference, transcript_orig, transcript_align, transcript_human
∙ phonemes: NEW PhnRex EN
∙ beam: 300
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Bound reference transcript_human transcript_align transcript_orig
100 0.4540 0.4778 0.1897 0.1746
300 0.5753 0.5878 0.2510 0.2330
1000 0.6714 0.6699 0.3143 0.2946
3000 0.7295 0.7169 0.3668 0.3472
Table 5.2: Results of alignment using different sets of subtitles
We can observe something very unexpected has happened here. Transcript_human seems
to have outperformed the reference text, the same text that it was evaluated against. This
seems to be only the case when we evaluate with less than 300ms tolerance (boundary).
We have decided this theory deserved further examination.


































reference transcript_orig transcript_align transcript_human
Figure 5.2: The magnitude of influence of phoneme derivation accuracy on F-score
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5.3 Further Examination Of The Anomaly
In this test scenario, we wanted to eliminate the possibility that this anomaly was a "one
off" occurrence and truly confirm whether better formatted incorrect subtitles outperform
their reference counterpart. In this section our Hidden Markov Model was fed incorrect
data on purpose, in order to replicate and validate the unexpected results we had achieved
in the previous experiment.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference, transcript_human







Table 5.3: Different language comparison
Unexpectedly, transcript_human outperforms the reference subtitle set, this confirms the
theory that our Hidden Markov Model performs better when fed incorrect graphemes.
Since this is only the case with transcript_human and not with transcript_orig and tran-
script_align, I propose this is purely due to better word formatting (transcript_human was
written by a person, whereas reference was generated).
5.4 Grapheme Error Examination
In 5.1 we have observed that the relative F-score improvement seems to decrease rapidly
with the increase of boundary. In this test scenario, we tried to examine whether this is
also the case with grapheme error.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference, transcript_orig, transcript_align, transcript_human
∙ phonemes: NEW PhnRex EN
∙ beam: 300
Bound reference transcript_align % Improvement
100 0.4540 0.1897 139.32525
300 0.5753 0.2510 129.20319
1000 0.6714 0.3143 113.61756
3000 0.7295 0.3668 98.882225
Table 5.4: Boundary and % improvement relation when the error is purely grapheme based
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We have discovered that when the grapheme error is purely grapheme based the relative
improvement with the increase of boundary is much slower than when the error is phoneme
based.






















Figure 5.3: % Improvement comparison between grapheme and phoneme-based errors
5.5 Language Independent G2P Alignment
Finding language independent audio-alignment was one of the tasks we have set out at
the beginning. Here we tested whether our Joint-Sequence Model Viterbi is truly such a
solution.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference
∙ phonemes: OLD PhnRec CZ, NEW PhnRex CZ, OLD PhnRec EN, NEW PhnRec
EN
∙ beam: 300
As you can see above, a well-trained G2P algorithm will outperform a less trained algo-
rithm regardless of the language used. This suggests that language neutral text-to-speech
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Bound OLD PhnRec CZ NEW PhnRec CZ OLD PhnRec EN NEW PhnRec EN
100 0.0070 0.2556 0.0070 0.4540
300 0.0231 0.3398 0.0231 0.5753
1000 0.0639 0.4131 0.0639 0.6714
3000 0.1299 0.4735 0.1299 0.7295
Table 5.5: Different language comparison
alignment is indeed possible and should be explored with further research.
It is important to note that the following two audio track alignments have failed (in
case of OLD PhnRec CZ). We assume, incorrect phoneme derivation increases the size of
graphone matrix which leads to MemoryError and subsequent crash.
∙ 20080511_113000_bbctwo_premiership_rugby
∙ 20080510_174500_bbcone_doctor_who
The imperfect phoneme derivation projects strongly in the final F-score (as we have es-
tablished 5.1) and produces the result F-score of 0. A great number of tracks have failed
this way when using less-trained Russian or Hungarian versions of PhnRec and this further
confirms our theory.
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5.6 Beam Width Influence
In this scanarion, we examined the relation between beam cut-off value and the final F-
score. We measured this relation with four different boundary values and compared our
results in order to find the best beam value to evaluate with. As higher beam value results
in higher computation time it is crucial to strike a balance between alignment precision and
computation time.
This test was done using:
∙ text: reference
∙ phonemes: NEW PhnRec EN
∙ beam: 10, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
Bound Beam: 10 30 50 100 150
100 0.0363 0.1215 0.1806 0.2947 0.3651
300 0.0598 0.1615 0.2331 0.3699 0.4529
1000 0.1042 0.2101 0.2879 0.4372 0.5254
3000 0.1929 0.2682 0.3429 0.4888 0.5741
Table 5.6: Beam width influence part 1
Bound Beam: 200 250 300 350 400
100 0.4164 0.4314 0.4540 0.4659 0.4784
300 0.5183 0.5393 0.5753 0.5922 0.6074
1000 0.6009 0.6288 0.6714 0.6950 0.7090
3000 0.6518 0.6854 0.7295 0.7549 0.7667
Table 5.7: Beam width influence part 2
As you can see from the two tables 5.6 and 5.7, with the increase of beam value the
F-Score seems to increase. This increase seems to slow down the higher the beam value
goes. From this data, we suggest using a beam value between 200 and 300 as anything
more than that results in unnecessary extra computation time with negligible increase in
F-score.
When the data from the table 5.6 was taken and plotted out in 5.4 there was one
thing that immediately stood out to us: all the curves appeared logarithmic. After further
examination using Matlab this fact was confirmed. Resulting logarithmic functions are
stored in the following table 5.8.
Bound Logaritmic Function
100 0.130471 log(0.102916 x)
300 0.161015 log(0.109911 x)
1000 0.178253 log(0.13154 x)
3000 0.172374 log(0.202766 x)
Table 5.8: Beam logaritmic functions
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Figure 5.4: Relation between F1 and Beam: blue = 100ms boundary, green = 300ms
boundary, red = 1000ms boundary, black = 3000ms boundary
One thing we can deduct from graph 5.4 is that there is not much point in increasing
the boundary value for evaluation when the beam limit has been set very low. The F-Score
improvement from using a higher boundary seems to increase with a higher beam score.
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Chapter 6
G2P Alignment Score Prediction
In this chapter, we explore whether it is possible to approximate the accuracy of G2P
alignment (predicting deletions) given the outputs of our Viterbi algorithm: G2P logarith-
mic likelihood, current beam value, and accumulated logarithmic likelihood using neural
networks. We explore whether a neural network is even suitable for such a task.
6.1 Data Preparation
We run our scoring script with the ‘ - - matchres’ option which returns one huge file with all
words, each of the words evaluated. = signifies a correct alignment, 𝐼 signifies an insertion
of an unnecessary word, finally 𝐷 signifies the deletion of a word that should have been
aligned to that time but wasn’t. Deletions are of special significance to us, as we are
trying to predict their occurrences even without the reference document. Our data is then
synchronized by time with the data from .timings.txt and stored in one of more .csv files
to be used as an input for out neural network. Each line stands for 10 milliseconds.
Listing 6.1: Neural Network input file example (CSV)
G2P l o g l i k , beam , ac l o g l i k , e r r o r
. . .
7 .169593216566667 , 4 .47440600679 , −4.301755929899997 , 0
8.127403532672727 , 4 .70668906641 , −4.3377929128999995 , 0
8.127403532672727 , 4 .70668906641 , −4.3377929128999995 , 0
. . .
For our Neural Network we are using Matlab R2017 with the following parameters:
6.2 The Treatment Of Silence
We have copious amounts of data which is the ideal situation when training a neural net-
work. However, our data is not defined on the whole track, instead our values are only
defined from the beginning to the end of each phoneme. To get around this problem, it
was important to decide how to treat these undefined time periods "in between". The first
and most obvious approach was to simply keep using the values taken from the previous
phoneme. The second approach was not to include (delete) all silent periods. The option,
we have come up with was to write 0, 0, 0, 0 repeatedly during silence. As you can see
from the second column in table 6.2, our results were completely disappointing, we didn’t
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Type Pattern recognition and classification (nprtool)
Input All columns in csv except for last
Output The last column
Data division percentages 70% Training, 15% Validation, 15% Testing
Number of Hidden Neurons 10
Data division Random





Table 6.1: Neural Network setup
Table 6.2: Different approaches to the tratment of silence
% Error Rate % Correctly detected 1
Skipping silence 23.90 0
Propagating old value 19.86 0
Replacing silence with zeros 19.90 0
"0 wire" a control script 19.86 0
manage to detect a single deletion (denoted as 1 in our data). Our theory is that it is due
to the disproportionate surplus of negative samples (lack of positive samples). As you can
see from the table there are only about 19% of ones (deletions) in our training data sets and
that causes a control script (0 wire which always outputs zero, meaning no error detected)
to perform about as accurately as our trained neural networks.
6.3 The Treatment Of Silence In Context
An interesting theory was proposed: the inclusion of context. Each line had previous 10
lines included to allow the neural network to look both into the "future" and the "past". As
Table 6.3: Different approaches to the tratment of silence with the context of 10
% Error Rate % Correctly detected 1
Skipping silence 23.80 0.1
Propagating old value 20.1 0.8
Replacing silence with zeros 18.8 9.9
"0 wire" a control script 19.87 0
you can see in the table 6.3, the inclusion of context seems to have improved the situation a
bit. But with only 9,9 percent of deletions successfully detected, we began to ask ourselves,
whether the detection failure is not due to it being trained only on one recording.
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6.4 G2P Score Prediction: Conclusion
As far as we discovered, it is difficult to design a neural network capable of predicting
alignment F-score. This could be for several reasons, it might be simply because the overall
length of deletions is much less than the rest of the recording and as such there is not
enough positive samples to train a neural network correctly. It can be that neural networks
require much larger context that what we have been using (the greater the context the
longer the training process takes time). What we have later discovered is there is an easy
analytical solution to this problem, read chapter 7 to know more.
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Chapter 7
Accidental Analytical Solution To
G2P Score Prediction
After experimenting with neural networks over and over, we nearly gave up hope that such
a thing as alignment accuracy prediction could even work with our data. When dealing
with a different sort of experiment in 5 we were trying to examine what has caused some
recordings to under-perform to such a large degree, partially out of curiosity and partially
out of hope of finding our problem we have decided to plot out the beam values and Viterbi
outputs of all of the misbehaving tracks. This, at first seemingly futile activity gave birth
to a new a theory that could help us with our G2P score prediction problem.
7.1 Plotting
We have devised a special script (plot_timings_mod.py) to help us plot out all relevant
information. This simple script allows us to see deletions (red interrupted line on top),
correctly aligned words (blue interrupted line on top), and it allows us to see the G2P
logarithmic likelihood (green in the middle), current beam value (red line), and accumulated
logarithmic likelihood (blue in the middle). In the current state plot result images are stored
in the png format which leads to unnecessary large files (2.8MB multiplied by number of
files multiplied by number of test) As a foresight, a .jpg compressed format should have
been used.
7.2 Observation One: Lower Beam Is Good
First, we plotted out result of evaluation of 20080509_180000_bbcone_the_one_show,
which at 300 beam reached a respectable F-score of 0.7672 for transcript_human and not
so respectable F-score of 0.2274 for reference (100ms boundary). We did by no means
expect such a perplexing result, so we were keen to discover what had caused it. Below you
can see the result of our plots.
There wasn’t much to see in both pictures, except for the fact that the better performing
track had the beam somewhat higher than the less performing track. Is this what we have
been looking for with our neural network? We decided to delve deeper into the topic.
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Figure 7.1: Reference 20080509_180000_bbcone_the_one_show
Figure 7.2: Transcript_human 20080509_180000_bbcone_the_one_show
7.3 Observation Two: Beam Close To Zero Is Bad
While many tracks performed better when evaluated using transcript_human,
the 20080509_141500_bbctwo_through_the_keyhole did not. It behaved as expected with
the F-score of 0.6270 for reference and the F-score of 0.0078 for transcript_human. It was
therefore the ideal candidate for comparison with 20080509_180000_bbcone_the_one_show
(at 100ms boundary). Below you can see what we have plotted out.
Figure 7.3: Reference 20080509_141500_bbctwo_through_the_keyhole
We were trying to find the causes of this anomaly in the plots of all these tracks, yet
again, unsuccessfully. What we noticed instead was that, yet again, the worse performing
track had the beam value closer to zero. Could this be the theory we were looking for with
our Neural Network? Further tests were deemed necessary.
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Figure 7.4: Transcript_human 20080509_141500_bbctwo_through_the_keyhole
7.4 Observation Three: Higher The Absolute Value Of Beam
The Better
In order to confirm that it is the Beam proximity to zero that causes a low F-score
and not simply that higher Beam value means a better score we had to find a track
with a high beam value first and then compare it with a worse-performing counterpart.
20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz has turned out to be one of the recordings
with an overall high beam value. All that was left to do was to plot it out for both ref-
erence and transcript_human. Interestingly, 20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz
was also one of the recordings that have performed better with transcript_human (with
the F-score of 0.7302) and opposed to the reference subtitle set (where it gained the F-score
of 0.4253 for 100ms boundary). Below are the two plots.
Figure 7.5: Reference 20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz
Figure 7.6: Transcript_human 20080505_180000_bbcfour_the_book_quiz
As you can see, our suspicion has turned out to be correct. It is not the higher beam
value that worsens the F-score, it is the proximity to the zero value that can signal alignment
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failure. Of course, this could all have been a happenstance, a complete coincidence. Our
theory needed validation.
7.5 Theory Confirmation
In this section, we try to examine the following theory: "The greater the average absolute
value of beam, the greater the F-score". We reuse the data we have gotten from all the
previous tests in 5 and use them to confirm or deny our theory.
7.5.1 Scripts Used
In order to test this theory, a special script getbeamvalue.py has been developed. The
script takes a folder containing .timings.txt files and subsequently goes through each one of
them calculating the average absolute value of beam. The result is then appended to our
result file (beamvalue.txt). This evaluation approach goes in keeping with the rest of the
work, where we didn’t consider the F-score of individual files instead we only focused on
the F-score of the data set as a whole.
7.5.2 Results
In the table below results from most of the tests are used to explore the theory that the
greater the beam distance the greater the F-score.
Table 7.1: Beam distance to F-score relation







reference New PhnRec EN 10 0.0363 3.5637
reference New PhnRec EN 30 0.1215 10.6642
reference New PhnRec EN 50 0.1806 17.5273
reference Old PhnRec CZ 300 0.0004 34.7537
reference Old PhnRec EN 300 0.0070 35.7250
reference New PhnRec EN 100 0.2947 35.7988
transcript_human New PhnRec CZ 300 0.2765 49.1950
reference New PhnRec EN 150 0.3651 50.0340
reference New PhnRec CZ 300 0.2556 53.4472
transcript_align New PhnRec EN 300 0.1897 57.9574
transcript_orig New PhnRec EN 300 0.1746 62.0587
reference New PhnRec EN 200 0.4164 62.8188
reference New PhnRec EN 250 0.4314 71.4409
reference New PhnRec EN 300 0.4540 81.0551
transcript_human New PhnRec EN 300 0.4778 81.6801
reference New PhnRec EN 350 0.4659 91.1078
reference New PhnRec EN 400 0.4784 93.2197
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7.5.3 Summary: Theory Confirmation
When we look at the 7.1 table we see that with the increase of F-Score, the average absolute
beam value also increases. This seems to confirm our theory. When we have tried to
solve this problem using neural networks over many repeated attempts, we were mostly
unsuccessful (see 6). It was only due to one lucky incident that allowed us this breakthrough
in understanding of our text to speech alignment solution. Not only was our solution already
capable of training itself on the data that is to be aligned, our alignment solution is capable
to successfully self-evaluate without the need for reference data set. This makes our solution
truly unique and groundbreaking. For some reason, this self-evaluation does not work in
100% of cases – improper phoneme derivation caused by untrained phoneme recognizer
seems to break not only our alignment, but also this evaluation. We can eliminate this
problem simply by using a well-trained phoneme recognizer. We plotted our results in the
chart below.

















Average absolute beam value and F-Score relation




We have successfully explored the quirks and limitations of a Joint-Sequence Model Viterbi
force alignment. We have compared it with other G2P (Grapheme-to-Phoneme) alignment
methods. We have focused on pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of each ap-
proach. We have tested our JSM alignment solution and we have discovered that the output
of our solution relies heavily on phoneme derivation accuracy. To improve the performance
of our G2P, new more precise language-independent methods of phoneme derivation should
be explored. We have observed that phoneme error influence decreases with the increase of
boundary (tolerance) unlike grapheme error which remains proportional to the boundary.
We have also discovered that better formatted albeit incorrect grapheme tracks (subti-
tles) outperform chopped-up reference grapheme track (subtitle set). We have tested our
language independent G2P and observed, that more precisely generated phonemes of a dif-
ferent language will outperform language-native imprecise phonemes. We have measured
the beam width influence and found that it always follows a logarithmic function. We have
attempted to predict final F-score using classification neural network with mixed results.
Following that, we have made a breakthrough discovery in observing how the average mean
value of beam is directly proportional to the F-score. This allows our solution to assess its
own performance without the need for any external data. Our G2P can now use the same
data for all three tasks: training, alignment and evaluation. While our G2P doesn’t offer
the best alignment accuracy there is, its unique qualities and capabilities proudly place it
among the titans of text-to-speech alignment.
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